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Context Myanmar
case study site
(3 villages)
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Wikipedia 2019
conflict zones
(1995-present)
KNU = Karen National Union 
(ethnic organization claiming 
sovereignty for south-eastern Myanmar)
Regional ceasefire 2012
Study focus
> This paper aims at exploring… 
— to what extent land use changes (LUCs) in southern Myanmar 
are a result of warfare strategy and 
— whether the creation of distal linkages (telecoupling) is a 
means of warfare strategy for increased dominance in land use 
decision-making. 
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Methodology
> Social network analysis approach of actors (nodes), linkages 
(flows of goods, money, information, people) and institutions 
(formal and informal)
> Methods for data collection: 
— Focus group discussions to identify and analyse LUCs (n=12)
— Surveys (n=92) and exploratory interviews (n=99) by following the 
flows in the networks (snowball sampling)
— Data gaps: grey literature, qual. interviews with third parties etc.
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actors
linkages
Results (1/3)
(1) What were the LUCs initiated during the armed conflict?
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Before: Shifting cultivation, forest use, 
based on customary system
> Main LUCs during war (until 2011):
— Natural gas production (1990s)
— Nature conservation area (2005)
— Oil palm concession (2000s)
Pictures: Florian von Fischer, Foundation Segré, 
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Results (2/3)
(2) How did actors during the armed conflict forge linkages to distant actors 
and institutions and how did these influence LUCs?
Natural gas
Nature conservation
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Natural gas Nature conservation
International oil & 
gas companies
Navy and army
Institutions used:
- Land Acquisition Law
- Forest Law
 formal and distant
Thai government
Implementing conservation
organization
Myanmar government
(regional & national level)
Karen National 
Union (KNU)
Results (3/3)
(2) How did actors during the armed conflict forge linkages to distant actors 
and institutions and how did these influence LUCs? 
Oil palm concession
Oil palm concession
Institutions used:
- Land Acquisition Law
- Governmental programme
 formal and distant
Military-owned
company
Migrant workers
Myanmar government
(regional & national level)
Military-related
buyers and partners
Karen National 
Union (KNU) 
Interpretation of land use changes
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Land use change Strategy behind it
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Natural gas: Economic strategy, maybe 
also warfare strategy
Conscious 
creation of link
to distant actors 
and institutions
Nature 
conservation:
Environmental strategy, maybe
also «green territoriality» 
warfare strategy
Oil palm 
concession:
Economic strategy, very likely
also warfare strategy
Conclusions in response to the session
> (1) What are typical land-use outcomes of warfare, and what 
is the role of land use in triggering conflict? 
— Outcomes are land acquisitions by dominating warring faction
with «double-win-strategy»: 
(a) warefare strategy for control over land (and people), and
(b) other benefit (e.g. economic, environmental benefit)
— Armed conflicts trigger LUCs, and such LUCs in return trigger
more conflits vicious cycle
> (2) Through which mechanisms do armed conflicts forge 
distal linkages (telecouplings)?
— Conscious creation of distal linkages in warfare for finding
(a) allies and actors of LUC implementation, and
(b) legal justification for the interventions
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Thank you!
Contact: lara.lundsgaard@cde.unibe.ch
Project website: www.telecoupling.unibe.ch
Lara M. Lundsgaard-Hansen, Nwe Nwe Tun, Glenn Hunt, Joan Bastide, Win 
Myint, Flurina Schneider, Peter Messerli
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